
How XTBs work?

  XTBs are bought and sold just like shares on ASX using your 
stockbroker, financial planner or online broker.

  Market Makers may provide liquidity to help with buying and 
selling on ASX, similar to ETFs. 

  Held alongside shares on a client’s HIN in CHESS. 

  No minimum investment amount.

 $100 (the face value) is returned to the holder at maturity.

  Coupons are paid half-yearly for Fixed Rate XTBs and 
quarterly for Floating Rate XTBs.

  No additional account opening documentation is required.

Why corporate bonds, why now?

  A traditional balanced growth investor has up to 35% asset 
allocation to fixed income, such as corporate bonds in their 
portfolio.

  Holding XTBs to maturity provides certainty of income and 
face value return.

  Bonds are traditionally lower risk and lower volatility than 
equities or hybrids.

  Investors concerned about interest rate rises can use 
products that mature to give certainty to their portfolio. 

 More flexibility than a term deposit.

What are XTBs?

  XTBs are Exchange Traded Bond units.

  Available across a broad range of companies in the 
ASX200, such as TLS, WES and QAN.

  Each XTB provides exposure to one corporate bond, usually 
only available to wholesale investors.  

  XTBs break up wholesale bonds into $100 units, making 
them accessible to all investors.

  ASX tradable, price transparency (6 letter ASX code starting 
YTM, for example YTMTLS). 

  100% of coupons and final principal passed to XTB Holders.

  Available over Fixed Rate and Floating Rate bonds.
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XTBs Explained 
Access I Income I Transparency I Certainty

XTBs bring together the income, certainty and capital 
stability of individual corporate bonds with the transparency 
and liquidity of the ASX market.



XTBs vs the OTC bond market

FEATURE XTBs OTC BOND 
MARKET

Product Range ASX 200 companies
6 letter ASX code 
starting with YTM (for 
example YTMAZJ)

ASX 200
Non-ASX companies
Global corporate 
bonds

ASX Traded Yes No
Separate account 
opening required

No, existing broking 
account

Yes

Retail / Wholesale All investors Generally, only 
sophisticated or 
wholesale investors

Liquidity Yes, via Market 
Maker

Yes, on a request 
basis, but OTC

Investment 
Amount

No minimum Minimum 
$500,000
Some provide 
minimum of 
$50,000

Upfront Fees* Fixed Rate 0.40% 
times no. of years to 
maturity (% of Face 
Value)
Floating Rate 0.20% 
times no. of years to 
maturity (% of Face 
Value)
Brokerage may apply

Spread reflects the 
cost of transacting
Custody Fees may 
apply
Brokerage may 
apply

*  Fees & costs do not take into account brokerage costs associated with buying 
and selling on ASX 

DISCLAIMER  Australian Corporate Bond Company Ltd (ABN 34 169 
442 657, Authorised Representative No.: 469037) (“ACBC”) is an 
Authorised Representative of Theta Asset Management Ltd (ABN 37 
071 807 684, AFSL No.: 230920) (“Theta”). Theta is the Responsible 
Entity of the Australian Corporate Bond Trust (ARSN 603 010 779) 
and the issuer of the Exchange Traded Bond Units (“XTBs”). ACBC 
is the Securities Manager of the XTBs. ACBC and Theta will earn 
fees for making the XTBs available to investors, which is payable at 
the time that an Authorised Participant applies for an XTB. Further, 
Product Disclosure Statements relating to the relevant Class of XTB 
have been lodged with ASIC (each a “PDS”). No units will be issued 
until such time as ASX have admitted that Class of XTBs to quotation 
pursuant to the AQUA Rules. Applications will only be accepted from 
Authorised Participants pursuant to the PDS. All other investors must 
acquire XTBs on ASX or through an Authorised Participant. ACBC is 
solely responsible for the contents of this Factsheet. The contents of 
the PDS and this Factsheet are subject to change. This Factsheet is 
general in nature, ACBC makes no warranty, express or implied, as 
to the completeness of any statement contained herein nor does it 
represent that this presentation contains all of the information that an 
investor may require in order to assess the merits of an investment in 
XTBs. It is not personal financial product advice. You should read the 
PDS and consider, with or without the assistance of your professional 
advisers, whether an investment in XTBs is appropriate, having regard 
to your own personal circumstances. The distribution of this Factsheet 
or any other material relating to XTBs, including the PDS, to persons 
outside of Australia may be restricted by law and any person who 
comes into possession of such documents should seek their own 
advice on, and observe any such restrictions. XTB® is a registered 
trade mark of Global Bond Exchange Pty Ltd, a related body corporate 
of Australian Corporate Bond Company Limited.

© Copyright 2018 Australian Corporate Bond Company Ltd  
ABN 34 169 442 657. All rights reserved 2018.

XTB benefits?

  Access to individual corporate bond returns previously not 
available to all investors.

  XTBs provide choice of issuer, maturity dates, coupon dates 
and yield to maturity. This gives you more control over your 
fixed income portfolio. 

  Choose fixed or floating rate XTBs in your portfolio. 

  Create a portfolio that suits your income requirements.

  Transparency of ASX trading to buy and sell.

  Capital stable investment vs equities or hybrids.

  XTBs are generally not correlated to equities .

Who are XTBs suitable for?

  Term deposit holders looking for a better return and greater 
flexibility.

  Investors who require regular predictable income to suit 
pensions payments, school fees or living expenses. 

  SMSF investors looking for a defensive income producing 
solution that isn’t correlated to equities, an alternative to 
cash or TDs.

  Investors looking for a transparent fixed income investment/
solution.

  Charities and not for profit organisations.

  Ethical investors wanting to select  fixed income investments 
to suit their ethical views.

Key considerations

 Credit worthiness of the underlying corporate bond 

  Liquidity risk 

  Concentration risk 

  Market risk 

  Unit risk

For more information  
E: advisers@xtbs.com.au 
T: 1800 995 993 
W: xtbs.com.au 

    Follow us   
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